This contribution reviews the book by Günter Frankenberg titled Comparative Constitutional Studies -Between Magic and Deceit published by Edward Elgar Publishing in 2018.
Review 1
If there ever could be something like a constitutional artist, it would be Günter Frankenberg. A German scholar who is a disciple of the Critical Legal Studies approach for which Harvard's Institute for Global Law and Policy is well known -and with clear sympathies for postmodern thinking in the mould of Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, Pierre Legrand and their ilk.
Before proceeding with the actual review, a reviewer's word to those for whom this characterisation of an author may be off-putting: don't be repelled, because, in contrast to much of the work of his deconstructive referents, Frankenberg's writing (including this latest tome) is (mostly) a joy to read. The book is hugely informative, provides many fresh perspectives and is even entertaining in places, even though there is much in it with which the normal reader interested in the theory and substance of constitutional law and comparison will not agree or feel comfortable with.
The book has eight chapters, the first being an introductory explanation of the subtitle "between magic and deceit". The rest is divided into three Parts, and following the last chapter, there is a brief "Epilogue" outlining the disastrous trends in current affairs characterised by concurrent crises.
Following this bleak outline, the last paragraph of the epilogue (and the book, at pp 290-291) reveals the essence of the author's intentions: Too sombre a note on which to end these Comparative Constitutional Studies? Then this epilogue should be read as a prologue, just as this textbook should be read as a workbook. And constitutions should not be worshipped as documents containing magical energies but texts with the force of law commanding close reading and critique to bring to the fore their ideas, ideals and ideologies. "Order" is the theme of the three chapters of Part III. Chapter 6 deals with "order from conflict", but with a difference. On page 195 we read that "constitutional law is believed" (suggesting that the author believes differently) "to be primarily concerned with ordering politics", and then takes it in different directions, viz.: presenting the constitution as "an order of signs", and by extending the focus on authority to the modalities of coordination and cooperation. This rather obscure chapter seems to pursue the agenda of cerebral denunciation of conventional or mainstream constitutional comparison whose devices "displace the foreign, privilege the domestic constitution and thus turn out to be useful for quite familiar and political purposes" (p 198), demonstrating "a remarkable lack of concern about the aspect of how a social-political regime is constituted and what the contribution of constitutions to establish 'orderly' social-political, also economic relations might be" (p 199). Constitutions, it is argued, are attempts at balancing the struggles between individual (egoistic) demands Those who feel insulted must however not refrain from reading this work which is so packed with information, novel ideas, fresh interpretations, F VENTER PER / PELJ 2018 (21) 7 theorisation and cerebral challenges, that it is hardly of concern whether the readers are persuaded by the bold approach and innovative conceptualisations: it is likely that every reader with an interest in constitutional law and comparison (not only the imagined brilliant students for whom the author said he intended this to be a text book) will gain fresh insights -and may perhaps even adapt the methods they use for constitutional comparison against which Frankenberg has made a prima facie case.
